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« ENTRUST US WITH YOUR DREAMS ! »

VAR PROVIDES YOU WITH ITS NEW 3D CONFIGURATOR TO HELP YOU TO BUILD UP THE WORKSHOP OF YOUR DREAM.
THE SOFTWARE ENABLES YOU TO : 

- SET UP YOUR WORKSHOP : DIMENSIONS, COLORS, DIVIDING WALLS, DOORS AND WINDOWS
- ADD ANY PIECE OF FURNITURE, TOOL PANELS, BENCHTOPS AND WALL CABINETS
- ADD REPAIR STANDS, PARTS CLEANER, BENCHTOP MATS, RUBBER FLOOR TILES, TOOLS, TOOL TRAYS.
- YOU CAN ALSO ADD BICYCLES, COMPUTERS, POSTERS TO CUSTOM YOUR WORKSHOP.

Subscribe to :

www.facebook.com/vartools

www.instagram.com/vartools/

contact@vartools.com

www.vartools.com

www.youtube.com/Vartools
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FRAME

Delivered with conical pilot CD-03605. Features a quick release compression ring for fast fitting and removal of the 
tool and also for fine tuning of spring when used.

To be used with cutting oil  CD-77000 (page 7)

Sold without cutter

CONICAL PILOT

TYPE       STANDARD  Ø (MM)      ITEM NUMBER

HEAD TUBE/BOTTOM BRACKET REAMING AND FACING SET
TO BE USED WITH 

CUTTING OIL CD-77000

BB30

Press Fit

Press Fit 30

Traditional

Semi-integrated

Integrated

CD-03623-BB30

CD-03623-PF

CD-03623-PF30

CD-03623-33.8

CD-03623-49.55

CD-03623-44

CD-03623-55.95

CD-03621-41.15 
CD-03622-41.15

CD-03621-41.95 
CD-03622-41.95

CD-03623-52.10

2

BB30

PF

PF30

1 1/8‘’ (28.6 mm)

1 1/2’’ (38.1 mm)

1 1/8’’ (28.6 mm)

1 1/2’’ (38.1 mm)

1 1/8’’ (28.6 mm) 
Cane Creek

1 1/8’’ (28.6 mm) 
Campagnolo

1 1/2’’ (38.1 mm)

42

41

46

33.8

49.55

44

55.95

41.10 

41.95 

52.10

GAZ PROPULSEUR 
ININFLAMMABLE

CD-03600

CD-03605
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CD-03623-BB30 CD-03623-PF CD-03623-PF30

CD-03623-33.8 CD-03623-49.55 CD-03623-44

CD-03623-55.95 CD-03621-41.15 CD-03622-41.15

CD-03623-52.10 CD-03621-41.95 CD-03622-41.95



FRAME

DISC BRAKE MOUNT FACING TOOL
Our new generation of disc brake mount facing tool is designed and manufactured to accurately face frame and fork disc brake
mounts to ensure a precise alignment to the rotor.
- faces any IS Mount, Post Mount and Flat Mount (Front Mount and Rear Mount) 
- includes 4 facing cutters : 2 for IS Mounts, 2 for Post Mount and Flat Mount
- both cutters rotate simultaneously for quick and accurate facing operations
- both mounts are faced at the same time, ensuring both will be parallel and in the same plane with just one cut
- includes storage case
- ergonomic knob and performance have been improved
- to be used with cutting oil CD-77000 (page 7)

Compatibility : 
- Quick release dropouts (front : 9x100 and rear : 10x135)
- Thru axle dropouts (front : 12x100, 15x100, Boost 110, 20x110, Fatbike 15x135)
- Thru axle dropouts (rear : 12x135, 12x142, Boost 12x148, 12x157, 12x165, Fatbike 12x170)
 

UPDATE KIT FOR THE FIRST SERIES OF CD-14500
- 12x100 and 12x157 adaptors
- guide for rear axle

 

TO BE USED WITH 
CUTTING OIL CD-77000

4

GAZ PROPULSEUR 
ININFLAMMABLE

CD-14500

CD-14550



FRAME

FRAME TAPS
- to cut small threads in the frame
- precision ground and hardened high speed steel
- fit tap handles DV-04320 and DV-04340 (page 63)

To be used with cutting oil CD-77000 (page 7)

EXPANDING SEAT TUBE REAMER
- 6 hardened high speed steel blades
- fit tap handle DV-04340 (page 63)

To be used with cutting oil CD-77000 (page 7)

3 mm x 0.5 for rear wheel drop-out alignment screws

5 mm x 0.8 for water bottle, toe clip, fender and rack bosses

6 mm x 1 for cantilever brakes and large fender bosses

10 mm x 100 for derailleur hanger

Thru-axle taps 12 mm x 100

Thru-axle taps 12 mm x 150

Thru-axle taps 12 mm x 175

Thru-axle taps 15 mm x 100

Thru-axle taps 15 mm x 150

Thru-axle taps 20 mm x 100

Thru-axle taps 20 mm x 150

Thru-axle taps 20 mm x 200

CD-04510-26/29.5  for tube of inner Ø 26-29.5 mm

CD-04520-26/29.5  for tube of inner Ø 26-29.5 mm equipped with an extension

CD-04520-29.5/33.5  for tube of inner Ø 29.5-33.5 mm equipped with an extension

TO BE USED WITH 
CUTTING OIL CD-77000

TO BE USED WITH 
CUTTING OIL CD-77000
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GAZ PROPULSEUR 
ININFLAMMABLE

GAZ PROPULSEUR 
ININFLAMMABLE

CD-04100-03

CD-04100-05

CD-04100-06

CD-04100-10

CD-04112-1

CD-04112-1.5

CD-04112-1.75

CD-04115-1

CD-04115-1.5

CD-04120-1

CD-04120-1.5

CD-04120-2



BOTTOM BRACKET TAPPING TOOL WITHOUT TAPS
- to tap in line both sides of the bottom bracket shell
- CNC machined handles
- can be equipped with 5 taps : English thread (1.370”x24 TPI - left and right hands) or Italian thread (36 mm x 24 TPI - right hand) 
  or T47 thread (47 x 1.0 mm - left and right hands)
- chrome plated steel
- to be used with kit CD-38340 to clean up the face of the bottom bracket shell or to convert a BB shell from 70 to 68 mm
- to be used with cutting oil CD-77000 (page 7)

complete bottom bracket tapping set - English thread 1.370’’ x 24 TPI (left and right hands)

complete bottom bracket tapping set - Italian thread 36 x 24 TPI (right hand)

BOTTOM BRACKET HAND TAP
- fits bottom bracket tapping set CD-38200 for hand application 
- for cutting threads in steel and aluminum bottom bracket shell 
- not suitable for intensive use in titanium bottom bracket shell
- skip thread
- top quality high speed steel, high precision machining and heat-treatment

1.370’’ x 24 TPI right hand thread English tap

1.370’’ x 24 TPI left hand thread English tap

36 mm x 24 TPI right hand thread Italian tap

47 mm x 1.0 right hand thread T47 tap

47 mm x 1.0 left hand thread T47 tap

FRAME

TO BE USED WITH 
CUTTING OIL CD-77000
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GAZ PROPULSEUR 
ININFLAMMABLE

CD-38200-1.370

CD-38200-36

CD-38200

CD-38210-1.370

CD-38211-1.370

CD-38210-36

CD-38210-47

CD-38211-47



FRAME

BOTTOM BRACKET FACING KIT
- to clean up the faces of the bottom bracket shell of a threaded frame
- to remove excess paint from the BB shell to perfectly fit external bottom bracket cups 
- to also convert a 70 mm bottom bracket to a 68 mm bottom bracket
- tension spring and tension nuts apply a gentle pressure not to get a chattering appearance
- comes with cutter CD-38310-45, 2 BSC guides CD-38320-1.370 and assembly key CD-38330
- to be used with bottom bracket tapping set CD-38200 from serial code L2

To be used with cutting oil CD-77000 (page 7)

BOTTOM BRACKET FACING CUTTER
- fits bottom bracket facing set CD-38340
- 45 mm outer diameter 
- CNC machined and hardened high speed steel
 

HIGH-QUALITY CUTTING OIL
- strongly recommended for any cutting, tapping, facing and reaming operations on  
  frame and fork
- extends tool life and makes frame prep operations better
- not dangerous for skin
- comply with European regulation 
- aerosol de 300 mL 

TO BE USED WITH 
CUTTING OIL CD-77000

CD-38200
from code L2

7

CD-38200 CD-38340

GAZ PROPULSEUR 
ININFLAMMABLE

CD-38340

CD-38310-45

CD-77000



FRAME

DERAILLEUR HANGER REPAIR KIT
Drill into the old threading in gear hanger using 12 mm drill, then fit the nut into the gear 
hanger from the inside of the frame. The nut to be installed must be of the same thickness 
as the gear hanger. Threads the derailleur axle into the hex nut and your gear hanger is 
saved.

The kit features :
- 1 HSS steel ground flute twist drill of 12 mm with shank 6 x 22 mm
- 3  hex nuts of 4,95 mm 
- 3  hex nuts of 5,85 mm
- delivered in a compartmented plastic box

DERAILLEUR HANGER ALIGNMENT GAUGE
Designed to control the alignment of rear derailleur hanger and solve most derailleur 
shifting problems, specially those with index shifting systems.

Threads the tool into the derailleur hanger.
The tool arm holds a gauge which marks the distance to the rim.
Rotates the gauge with the wheel from 90° to 90° to check potential differences in 
measurements.
If any, apply pressure to the tool arm to realign the derailleur hanger.

- head and body of the tool are CNC machined 
- threaded spindle in hardened alloy tool steel 
- chrome plated steel 

FRAME AND FORK END ALIGNMENT GAUGE SET
- checks whether frame and fork drop-outs are parallel to avoid bent axles or skewers, tracking and index shifting problems
- can also be used to straighten frame and fork drop-outs with tool arm
- CNC machined alloy tool steel
- chrome plated steel

bag of 5 hex nuts of 4,95 mm

bag of 5 hex nuts of 5,85 mm

8

CD-13000

CD-13900

CD-47500

CD-13002-4.95

CD-13002-5.85



FORK

FORK SEAL DRIVER TOOL
Tool for fitting fork oil seals
- for stanchion tubes of 30, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38 and 40 mm
- made in Delrin (POM) to preserve the fork legs
- compatible with all fork seals (including lip seals)
- its asymmetrical shoulder enables all types of seal to remain flush with the lower leg

PROFESSIONAL TYRE LEVER
- designed to remove fork oil seals and the toughest tyres (downhill, freestyle,...)
- long handle (8,26’’ - 21 cm) gives excellent leverage
- ergonomic and anti-slip dual density handle for great comfort
- forged and hardened tool quality steel

for Ø 30 mm stanchion tube

for Ø 32 mm stanchion tube

for Ø 34 mm stanchion tube

for Ø 35 mm stanchion tube

for Ø 36 mm stanchion tube

for Ø 38 mm stanchion tube

for Ø 40 mm stanchion tube

9

RP-43000

FH-92401

FH-92402

FH-92403

FH-92404

FH-92405

FH-92406

FH-92407

FH-92400



FORK

UNIVERSAL SWIVEL FORK CLAMP
- holds tight the fork to cut threads, mill and face the fork’s crown race seat, make 
  maintenance on suspension forks...
- swivel design to drain the fork oil out without removing the fork from the clamp
- fits any types of forks (MTB, downhill, road forks)
- quick-release system for easy fitting and removal of fork
- vinyl coating gives a perfect protection of painting
- with QR9 (quick-release), 15x100 and 20x110 adaptors

50 ML SYRINGE FOR FORK BLEEDING
- graduated rod to control the amount of oil
- sold with 50 cm hose

VALVE CORE EXTRACTOR FOR SCHRADER VALVES
- for removal and replacement of valve cores on pneumatic suspension systems as well as  
  inner tubes with Schrader valves
- 40 mm long shaft and 4,45 mm diameter
- heavy-duty steel, exceptional durability
- comfortable and ergonomic dual density handle provides excellent grip
- doesn’t fit Presta valves

SHOCK PUMP 
- ideal option for use with suspension forks and rear shocks
- maximum inflation pressure 300 PSI / 21 bar
- air bleed button for fine tuning of pressure
- reliability : made of steel (body) and aluminum (handle)
- long swiveling hose with Schrader valve adapter
- long connector compatible with any brand including RockShox
Caution : this pump is not suitable for tire inflation.

10

FH-92700

FH-92300

RP-42400

FH-80800



FORK

CROWN RACE CUTTING TOOL AND FORK THREADING SET
- unique dual function design for both machining fork crown race seats and cutting new threads  
  or chasing existing threads on fork columns
- delivered with 2 guides (1” and 1.1/8”) for both threading and cutting
- compatible with 1.1/2” tapered column forks
- delivered without any cutter or die 

CROWN RACE CUTTERS
- to face the fork’s lower seat to ensure proper crown race fit
- to be used with tool holder FH-04200
- high precision CNC machining
- to be used with VAR cutting oil CD-77000 (page 7)

for 1’’ columns

for 1 1/8’’ columns

for 1 1/2’’ columns

HEADSET DIE
- hardened high speed steel die
- CNC machined
- our handle assemblies FH-04000 and FH-04200 fit any VAR headset dies

1’’ x 24 TPI die (25.4 mm)

1 1/8’’ x 26 TPI die (28.6 mm)

TUBE DEBURRER
- reams the inside and outside edges of tubing
- deburrs with clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations
- suitable for aluminum and steel tubing
- capacity : 4-40 mm (5/32’’ to 1.5’’)
- equipped with 3 hardened HSS cutting blades
- fluted body is shaped to fit comfortably in palm of hand

ADJUSTABLE FORK COLUMN CUTTING GUIDE
- precisely guides a hacksaw to cut handlebars, fork columns from 1’’ to 1.5’’, integrated seat posts 
  from 22 mm to 39 mm in diameter and even airfoil shaped seat posts up to 70 mm 
- holds tube tight to get a clean and square cut
- hardened steel body and plastic pads at contact points to protect tube surfaces 

TO BE USED WITH 
CUTTING OIL CD-77000
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GAZ PROPULSEUR 
ININFLAMMABLE

FH-04200

FH-04210-26.5

FH-04210-30.1

FH-04210-39.9

FH-04020-1

FH-04020-1.1/8

FH-93200

FH-93100



HEADSET

HEADSET AND BEARING CUP PRESS
- accurately presses 1”, 1 1/8”, 1 1/4”, and 1.5” headset cups into head tube 
- also presses BB30 cartridge bearings, Press Fit and Press Fit 30 cups into one  
  piece bottom bracket shells
- features a quick-release press ring for fast operation
- long (30 cm) handles for superior leverage
- CNC machined stepped bushings for a precise fit 
- delivered with 2 bushings DR-03520

SET OF 2 BUSHINGS FOR HEADSET AND BEARING CUP PRESS
- compatible with 1'', 1 1/8'', 1 1/4'' and 1.5'' headsets 
- fits headset cup press tools DR-03400 and DR-03500

SET OF 2 RINGS FOR SHIMANO PRESS FIT 
BEARING ASSEMBLY

- to be used with headset cup presses DR-03400 (Ø 20 mm axle) or DR-03500 

SET OF 2 RINGS FOR BB30 
BEARING ASSEMBLY

- to be used with headset cup presses DR-03400 (Ø 20 mm axle) or DR-03500  

SET OF 2 RINGS FOR PRESS FIT 30 
BEARING ASSEMBLY

- to be used with headset cup presses DR-03400 (Ø 20 mm axle) or DR-03500  

12

DR-03500

DR-03520

PE-13800-PF

PE-13800-BB30

PE-13800-PF30



HEADSET

HEADSET CUP REMOVER 1 1/4’’, 1 1/2’’
- makes headset cup removal easy
- fits 1 1/4” and 1.5” headset cups
- hardened tool quality steel
- tool head is made of hardened alloy steel for extended durability
- also remove the PressFit 30 (PF30) bottom bracket cups. The PressFit 30 inside 
  diameter is the same as headset cups and are pressed in the same way 
 

HEADSET CUP REMOVER 1’’, 1 1/8’’, 1 1/4’’
- makes headset cup removal easy
- fits 1”, 1 1/8”, 1 1/4” headset cups
- hardened tool quality steel
- tool head is made of hardened alloy steel for extended durability 
 

PRESS FIT BOTTOM BRACKET BEARING REMOVER
- compatible with BB86, BB90, BB92 Shimano Press Fit, Sram Press Fit GXP, RaceFace Press Fit and other 
  Press Fit bottom bracket systems with 23 or 24 mm spindles
- compatible with Press Fit bottom brackets with or without an inner cover
- easily slides through the BB shell and expands behind the bearing
- to be used with double face hammer DV-56800 to drive the cup out 
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DR-37400

PE-12900

DR-37300



HEADSET

FORK CROWN RACE EXTRACTOR
- to quickly and cleanly remove the headset crown race from any steel, aluminum and carbon fork columns
- works great with 1’’ and 1 1/8’’ and now 1 1/4’’ and 1 1/2’’ tapered steerer forks
- delivered with an extension tube to work on longer steering columns
- CNC machining
- hardened alloy tool steel collet and thrust bearing
- also suitable for removing Campagnolo and Fulcrum Ultra Torque and Power Torque crankset cartridge bearings
 

CROWN RACE SETTING TOOL SET
- to ensure fast, safe and accurate fit of the crown race onto the fork crown race seat
- also fits tapered steerer tube forks
- hardened tube end cap 
- includes one universal setting tube and one setting ring of each size (1", 1 1/8", 1 1/4" and 1 1/2")
- rings made from Nylon to prevent any damage to the crown races 
- chrome plated steel tube
 

14

DR-10100

DR-14700



HEADSET

STAR FANGLED NUT SETTING TOOL
- perfectly aligns stars nut into 1” and 1 1/8” threadless fork columns and sets them about 15mm  
  (9/16”) below the top of the steering column
- delivered with 1 1/8” guide for a perfect driving of the nut
- large diameter rubber grip provides great comfort and prevents pinched fingers
- removable hardened bolt DR-95602

30x32x36x40 mm headset wrench

- to adjust, fit and remove headsets  
- jaws are precision cut for proper fitting
- hardened alloy tool steel
- chrome plated steel

30 mm opening

32 mm opening

36 mm opening

Replacement bolt

PROFESSIONAL HEADSET WRENCHES
- to hold the upper headset cup 
- high-precision laser cut
- 4 mm thickness
- hardened alloy tool steel
- chrome plated steel

15

DR-95602

DR-98200

DR-16200-30

DR-16200-32

DR-16200-36

DR-95400



BOTTOM BRACKET

BOTTOM BRACKET TOOL KIT
- Quickly and accurately installs and removes many types of external bearing bottom brackets
- Includes 14 sockets including 7 for E-bike
- Includes 4 guides : Ø22/24 mm (Sram GXP), Ø24 mm , Ø29 mm (Sram DUB), Ø30 mm
- 1/2" square drive to fit torque wrenches DV-12200 or DV-10500 and adaptor DV-10800 (page 64) 
- Precision CNC machined aluminum tools, anodized and laser engraved

SOCKETS FOR BOTTOM BRACKETS
- 14 sockets for fitting and removal of bottom brackets 
  (included in the BP-03900 tool kit)
- 1/2" square drive to be used with torque wrenches 
  DV-12200 or DV-10500 and adaptor DV-10800 
  (page 64) 
- precision CNC machining
- anodized aluminum (except BP-97800, made of 
  steel) 
- compatible with 32 mm hex socket

Suitcase with socket holder but without sockets and guides

Sram DUB, Zipp Vuma
Race Face Cinch, Rotor BSA30

Material : Aluminium

Token Ninja, FSA Mega Evo, 
Wheel Manufacturing
Material : Aluminium

TR
AD

IT
IO

NA
L
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BP-98700 BP-98800

BP-03900

BP-03999



BOTTOM BRACKET

Bosch Performance Line, Performance CX Line
Material : Aluminium

Bosch Active Line, Active Line Plus,
Brose

Material : Aluminium

Bosch Classic, Cruise Drive Unit
Material : Aluminium

Yamaha PW-X, PW-X2
Material : Steel

Yamaha PW-SE, PW-TE
Material : Aluminium

Shimano Steps E7000, E8000
Material : Aluminium

Shimano Hollowtech II, Sram GXP, FSA Mega Exo, 
Chris King ThreadFit 24, Campagnolo, Hope, 

Race Face X Type, Enduro
Material : Aluminium

Shimano Ultegra BBR60, BBR72, 
XT MT800

Material : Aluminium

Shimano BB9000, XTR BB91/93/94,
Dura-Ace R9100

Shimano Steps E5000, E6000
Material : Aluminium

Chris King ThreadFit 30, T47
Material : Aluminium

Praxis M30 BSA, T47 M30
Material : Aluminium

Enduro T47, ThreadFit30,
Wheel Manufacturing T47

Material : Aluminium

TR
AD

IT
IO

NA
L

TR
AD
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L
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BI
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KE
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BP-97300 BP-98300 BP-98400

BP-98600 BP-98900 BP-98500

BP-97400 BP-97800 BP-97200

BP-97500 BP-97600 BP-97700



BOTTOM BRACKET

BOTTOM BRACKET TOOL FOR CAMPAGNOLO
- to fit and remove Campagnolo Record, Chorus, Athena, Miche and Stronglight JP SBB sealed cartridge bottom brackets
- precisely CNC machined
- hardened alloy tool steel
- industrial phosphate finish

BOTTOM BRACKET TOOL FOR SHIMANO XTR, BOSCH ACTIVE LINE, BROSE
- to fit and remove the cups on Shimano XTR, Ultegra (from 1998 to 2003) and Truvativ ISIS Drive sealed 
  cartridge bottom brackets 
- also to fit and remove the chainring lockring on Shimano XTR , XT, LX, and STX-RC with guide PE-99501
- to fit and remove Bosch Active Line and Brose lockrings
- hardened industrial quality chrome vanadium steel, industrial phosphate finish
- compatible with tool holder BP-03999 (32 mm hex socket)

BOTTOM BRACKET TOOL FOR SHIMANO AND ISIS DRIVE
- to fit and remove all models of Shimano’s sealed cartridge bottom brackets 
- compatible with ISIS Drive for example FSA, Race Face,Stronglight (JP MX, JP 400, 
  Twister and JP MX dh) bottom brackets
- drop-forged and hardened industrial quality chrome vanadium steel 

CRANK LOCKRING TOOL FOR SHIMANO STEPS E6000
- to install and remove Shimano SM-CRE60 chainring on e-bikes equipped with Shimano STePS E5000, 
  E6000 series (DU-E6000, DU-E6001 and DU-E6010) drive units
- hardened tool quality steel
- compatible with tool holder BP-03999 (32 mm hex socket)

BOTTOM BRACKET TOOL FOR HOLLOWTECH II AND ULTRA TORQUE
- for fitting and removal of Shimano XTR, Saint, Deore XT, Hone, Deore LX, Dura Ace 10 speed, Ultegra and 105 
  (2006 serie) bottom bracket cups
- compatible with Campagnolo Ultra Torque, Truvativ GXP, Race Face X-type, FSA Megaexo and Stronglight Pulsion 
  Activ Link bottom brackets
- to be used with torque wrench DV-12200 (page 64) and adaptor DV-10800
- cold forged and hardened cromoly steel
- use tool PE-60220 or PE-60600 to remove crank arm adjustment cap (page 27)
- compatible with tool holder BP-03999 (32 mm hex socket)

CRANK LOCKRING TOOL FOR BOSCH PERFORMANCE
- specially designed for fitting and removing lockring sprocket from Bosch Active and Performance engines 
  (2014/2015+ model years)
- 32 mm hex socket featuring a 1/2" square drive (compatible with tool holder BP-03999)
- to be used with torque wrench DV-10500 and adaptor DV-10800 or digital torque wrench DV-12200 (page 64)

BOTTOM BRACKET FIXED CUP TOOL
- to tighten and loosen the fixed cup on old type bottom brackets without slipping out 
- equipped with jaw BP-03005-35.1/36.1
- hardened alloy tool steel

    compatible with tool holder BP-03999 (32 mm hex socket)

with a spring loaded threaded axle to hold the tool against the cup

35,1 x 36,1 mm jaw for Campagnolo, T.A., Shimano

35,5 x 36,8 mm jaw for Maillard

37,8 x 38,1 mm jaw for Stronglight

BP-99500 with guide PE-99501
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BP-41400

BP-99500

BP-99700

BP-99900-C

PE-35600

BP-03000-35.1/36.1

BP-99600-C

BP-99620

BP-03005-35.1/36.1

BP-03005-35.5/36.8

BP-03005-37.8/38.1

PE-99500



BOTTOM BRACKET

Ø (MM)           NOTCHES   ITEM CODES            THREADED BOTTOM BRACKET COMPATIBILITIES    

Ø (MM)      GUIDES             THREADED BOTTOM BRACKET COMPATIBILITIES     

BP-03999 TOOL HOLDER FOR 32 MM HEX   

19

54

39

43

50

60

46

Hex 36

48

50.4

52.5

39  

41

45.5

46

49

44  
  

22.7  

31.6

BP-97200

BP-98500, BP-99700

BP-97500, BP-99500, PE-99500

BP-97600, PE-35600

BP-97700

BP-97800

BP-97400

BP-97300

BP-98300

BP-98400

BP-98500    

BP-98600

BP-98700

BP-98700

BP-98800

BP-98900, BP-99900-C   
     
 

BP-41400    

BP-99600, BP-99620

SHIMANO Steps E7000, E8000, EP8

SHIMANO Steps E5000, E6000

BOSCH Active Line, Active Line Plus, BROSE

BOSCH Performance Line, Performance CX Line

BOSCH Classic, Cruise Drive Unit

YAMAHA PW-X, PW-X2

YAMAHA PW-SE, PW-TE

PRAXIS M30 BSA, T47 M30

CHRIS KING ThreadFit 30, T47

ENDURO T47, ThreadFit 30

SHIMANO BB9000, XTR BB91, XTR BB93, XTR 
BB94, Dura-Ace R9100

SHIMANO Ultegra BBR60, BBR72, XT MT800

SRAM DUB

RACE FACE Cinch, ROTOR BSA30, ZIPP VUMA

FSA Mega Evo, TOKEN Ninja, WHEEL Mfg

SHIMANO Hollowtech II, SRAM GXP, FSA Mega 
Exo, CHRIS KING ThreadFit 24, CAMPAGNOLO, 
HOPE, RACE FACE X Type, ENDURO

CAMPAGNOLO Record, Chorus, Athena, Miche, 
STRONGLIGHT JP SBB

SHIMANO, SUNTOUR

22/24

24  

29

30

BP-03903

BP-03904  

BP-03905

BP-03906

SRAM GXP

SHIMANO Hollowtech II, SRAM GXP, FSA Mega Exo, CHRIS KING ThreadFit 24, 
CAMPAGNOLO, HOPE, RACE FACE X Type, ENDURO

SRAM DUB

FSA Mega Evo

16

16

8

8

8

8

12

12

16

         16 

16

24

12

16

         16 
 

                                
         12 
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BOTTOM BRACKET

15 X 17 MM PEDAL AND BOTTOM BRACKET WRENCH
- to fit and remove the "star shaped" cartridge cups on Shimano BBUN 10, Sachs, Campagnolo Veloce, Mirage, Xenon, Centaur, Daytona, Avanti, 
  Ofmega, Thun SKF and FAG sealed cartridge bottom brackets
- hardened alloy tool steel
- packaged carded
  

PREMIUM BOTTOM BRACKET WRENCH FOR HOLLOWTECH II 
- to fit and remove Shimano Hollowtech II, Race Face X-type, FSA Mega-Exo, Truvativ GXP, Sram GXP, Campagnolo and similar bottom bracket cups 
  with 16 external notches
- 30 cm long tool provides tremendous leverage
- hardened high quality carbon steel
- equipped with tool PE-60220 (page 27) to fit and remove crank arm adjusting caps
- thick handle features an ergonomically designed over-molded rubber slip-resistant grip for optimum comfort 
- unmatched quality and comfort for a consumer tool
- packaged carded

PROFESSIONAL BOTTOM BRACKET WRENCH FOR SHIMANO HOLLOWTECH II
- for fitting and removal of Shimano (XTR, Saint, Deore XT, Hone, LX, Dura Ace 10 speed, Ultegra), Campagnolo 
  Ultra Torque, Truvativ, Giga X-Pipe, Race Face X-type, FSA Megaexo cartridge bearing bottom brackets
- laser cut and hardened CR-VA steel
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BP-60000-C

BP-62100-C

BP-96100



BOTTOM BRACKET

BOTTOM BRACKET LOCKRING SPANNER
- to adjust the locknut on bottom bracket
- fully vinyl coated for an excellent protection of painting on bottom bracket shell and for comfort
- hardened alloy tool steel

BOTTOM BRACKET LOCKRING PLIERS
- to adjust the locknut on old type bottom brackets
- 2 setting positions
- pins are made of hardened alloy tool steel 

BOTTOM BRACKET WRENCH FOR HOLLOWTECH II AND SM-BB9000
- the small size is compatible with Shimano Dura Ace BB9000 series and XTR BB93 series threaded 
  bottom brackets
- Dura-Ace threaded bearing adaptors have an outside diameter of 39 mm
- the large size is compatible with Shimano Hollowtech II, Campagnolo, Truvativ GXP, Sram GXP, 
  RaceFace X-type, FSA MegaExo threaded bottom brackets
- these threaded bearing adaptors have an outside diameter of 44 mm 

ADJUSTABLE PEG SPANNER
- to adjust the bottom bracket adjusting cup and some old type freewheels featuring 2 holes
- high-precision laser cut
- pins are made of hardened Nickel Chrome steel 

bag of 2 pins
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CRANKSET AND PEDALS

BEARING PRESS AND EXTRACTOR FOR PRESSED BOTTOM BRACKETS
- for smooth and quick fitting and removal of bearings
- 1 tool for fitting and removal of pressed bottom brackets: BB30, BB90/95, Press Fit, BB86, BB92, 
  Press Fit 30, Sram DUB
- won’t damage the cartridge bearing seat into the BB shell
- bearing bushings are made of Delrin and protect frame painting
- CNC machined and chrome plated

KIT OF BEARING BUSHINGS FOR PE-13500
To make BB30 bearing press PE-13500 compatible with the following bottom brackets : 
BB90/95, Sram DUB, Press Fit, BB86, BB92, Press Fit 30

PRESSED STANDARDS      FITTING               REMOVAL

x2 x4 x3

22

BB30

Press Fit, BB86, BB92

Press Fit 30

Sram DUB

BB90/95

OS Fit BB30/Press Fit

Press Fit 41

GXP

PE-13550 / PE-12500 / DR-03500 + PE-13800-BB30

PE-13550 / PE-12500 / DR-03500 + PE-13800-PF

PE-13550 / PE-12500 / DR-03500 + PE-13800-PF30

PE-13550 

PE-13550

PE-13550 / PE-12500 / DR-03500 + PE-13800-PF30

PE-13550 / PE-12500 / DR-03500 + PE-13800-PF30

PE-12500

PE-13550 / DR-37400

PE-13550 / PE-12900

PE-13550 / DR-37400

PE-13550 / DR-37400

PE-13550 / PE-12900

PE-13550 / DR-37400

PE-13550 / DR-37400

PE-12900

PE-13550

PE-13599



CRANKSET AND PEDALS

BOTTOM BRACKET BEARING PRESS
- quickly and accurately fits bottom bracket bearings into press fit-type bottom bracket shells
- fast installation and removal of tool thanks to its quick-release design
- 9 precision-machined bushings in 5 sizes to fit all the major bottom bracket standards : Campagnolo OS Fit 68x42 (BB30) and OS Fit 86.5x41 (Press Fit),  
  Shimano Press Fit, PF41, BB121, BB86, BB92, Press Fit 24, Press Fit GXP (Sram) BB30, BBright, Direct Fit, Press Fit 30, BBright Press Fit, 386EVO 
- works on bottom bracket shell widths from 68mm to 121 mm

SET OF 2 CRANK TAPS
- to clean out or restore damaged threads in crank arms
- fits tap handle DV-04320 (page 63)
- precision ground
- hardened alloy tool steel

set of 2 taps 9/16’’ x 20 tpi (L & R)

set of 2 taps 1/2‘’ x 20 tpi (L & R)

TO BE USED WITH 
CUTTING OIL CD-77000
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GAZ PROPULSEUR 
ININFLAMMABLE

PE-04100-9/16

PE-04100-1/2

PE-12500



CRANKSET AND PEDALS

CRANK REPAIR KIT
Ideal for repairing damaged threads in cranks and saving high-end cranks.

First, you have to cut new 5/8’’ x 24 TPI oversized threads in crank arms. Apply some 
thread lock NL-77400 (page 107) to the outside of the threaded insert and then 
thread it into the new threading in the crank. Finally, fit pedal spindle into the insert.

Both taps fit conventional tap handle DV-04320 (page 63)
To be used with cutting oil CD-77000 (page 7)

The kit includes : 
- 1 set of 2 reaming taps in 5/8’’x24 TPI (L&R)
- 5 threaded bushings for right crank arms 
- 5 threaded bushings for left crank arms  
- delivered in a compartmented plastic box

bag of 5 bushings 9/16’’ x 20 TPI Right thread

bag of 5 bushings 9/16’’ x 20 TPI Left thread

CRANK ARM REPAIR KIT
Designed to repair and remove a crank arm whose pulling threads are damaged.

Thread a pilot into the bottom bracket spindle, slide onto it the small tap and cut
new 24 mm x 150 threads. Then thread special 24 mm x 150 extractor to remove 
the crank arm. Finally, fit one of those special 24 mm dust caps into new threads.

The kit includes :
- 3 tapping pilots (bolt, nut and splined « Pipe Billet » types)
- 1 tap in 24 mm x 150 made from hardened high speed steel
- 1 special crank extractor in 24 mm x 150  
- 4 aluminum dust caps 
- 4 hex fixing bolts of 8 mm 
- 1 M8/M15 crank extractor adaptor for pipe billet spindles PE-39500

To be used with cutting oil CD-77000 (page 7)

bag of 4 dust caps and 4 hex bolts of 8 mm

TO BE USED WITH 
CUTTING OIL CD-77000

TO BE USED WITH 
CUTTING OIL CD-77000
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GAZ PROPULSEUR 
ININFLAMMABLE

GAZ PROPULSEUR 
ININFLAMMABLE

PE-04700

PE-04703-5

PE-04704-5

PE-11000

PE-11108



CRANKSET AND PEDALS

14MM L-TYPE HEX WRENCH
- to remove the compression screw on Campagnolo Power Torque cranks
- hardened tool steel
- chamfered tip for perfect fit
- ergonomic and anti-slip dual density handle for great comfort

14MM HEX BIT SOCKET FOR CAMPAGNOLO POWER TORQUE CRANKSETS

- super heavy-duty steel designed for high torque applications
- 3/8” square drive socket 
- to be used with torque wrench DV-10500 (page 64)

POWER TORQUE CARBON AND ALLOY CRANK EXTRACTOR
- to remove Campagnolo Power Torque cranks pressed onto the spindle
- compatible with alloy and carbon cranks
- specially designed contact surfaces to prevent any damage to the crank
- hardened tool steel parts

CRANK BEARING INSTALLATION SET FOR CAMPAGNOLO AND FULCRUM 
- to press cartridge bearings on Campagnolo and Fulcrum Ultra Torque and Power Torque cranksets 
- precise fit to the inner bearing race which will not damage bearing surfaces during operation
- head of the tool is hardened for long tool life
- delivered with a Delrin base to be clamped in a bench vise to hold the crank and make bearing fitting easy

10MM HEX BIT SOCKET FOR CAMPAGNOLO ULTRA TORQUE CRANKSETS

CRANK BEARING EXTRACTOR (PAGE 14)

Installation

Removal

             CRANK ARMS              BEARINGS  CRANK ARMS              BEARINGS 
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PE-10800-10 + DV-12200

PE-10800-10 + DV-11900

PE-13100

DR-10100

PE-10800-14 + DV-12200

PE-09600-14 / PE-10800-14 
+ DV-11900 & PE-12600

PE-13100

DR-10100

             CAMPAGNOLO ULTRA TORQUE    CAMPAGNOLO POWER TORQUE

PE-09600-14

PE-10800-14

PE-12600

PE-13100

PE-10800-10

DR-10100



CRANKSET AND PEDALS

8MM WRENCH FOR SHIMANO AND STANDARD CRANKSETS
- to fit and remove cranks equipped with hex screws
- ergonomic handle for excellent comfort
- hardened chrome vanadium steel
- chrome plated steel

15 MM PEDAL WRENCH ADAPTOR FOR TORQUE WRENCH
- to ensure pedals are installed according to the manufacturers’ torque recommendations
- fits any 3/8" drive torque wrench such as DV-12200 or DV-10500 (page 64)
- laser cut, hardened and chrome-plated for long life
- 4 mm thickness 

15 MM PROFESSIONAL PEDAL WRENCH
- precision cut
- long handle for an excellent leverage
- hardened chrome vanadium steel
- chrome plated 

PREMIUM PEDAL WRENCH 
- two 15 mm wrench openings oriented at two angles for an easy fit regardless of the pedal position
- thick handle features an ergonomically designed over-molded rubber slip-resistant grip for optimum comfort 
- 30 cm long tool provides tremendous leverage
- high quality hardened alloy steel 
- unmatched quality and comfort for a consumer tool
- packaged carded
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PE-09600-08

PE-65100

PE-65000

BP-62000-C



CRANKSET AND PEDALS

CRANK EXTRACTOR WITH M8/M14/M15 ROTATING TIP
- to remove 22 mm splined Shimano Octalink and ISIS Drive crank arms as well as 
  square-holed crank arms
- 8 mm hex wrench to remove crank bolts
- CNC machined
- hardened tool quality steel

22 AND 23 MM CRANK EXTRACTOR 
- to remove any 22 mm crank arm (Shimano, Campagnolo, Sram, TA,…) and 23mm (old type TA)
- CNC machined
- rotating tip is made from hardened alloy tool steel

M8/M15 CRANK EXTRACTOR ADAPTOR FOR BILLET SPINDLES FOR SHIMANO
- to fit Shimano Octalink and ISIS Drive splined, oversized “ Pipe Billet “ bottom bracket  spindles  for crank arm removal
- hardened alloy tool steel
- to be used with crank extractor PE-39300

PROFESSIONAL RATCHETING CRANK BOLT WRENCH
- reversible ratcheting wrench for fast and easy use 
- 14 and 15 mm sockets
- drop-forged and hardened tool quality steel

ROLLER FOR SHIMANO HOLLOWTECH II CRANK ARM ADJUSTMENT CAP
- engages the 8 internal splines of the Shimano Hollowtech II crank arm adjustment cap
- nylon reinforced with fiberglass

ADJUSTING CAP SCREWDRIVER
- to remove and fit the adjusting caps on Shimano Hollowtech II cranks
- ergonomic and anti-slip dual density handle for great comfort
- steel investment cast socket for long life
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PE-01000

PE-39300

PE-39500

PE-95000

PE-60220-C

PE-60600



CRANKSET AND PEDALS

COMBINED TOOL FOR CHAINRING BOLTS
- to securely hold the slotted nut to prevent spinning while tightening or loosening the 
  bolt at the same time
- unique design with a 5 mm hex and Torx® T30 reversible bit
- ergonomic handle for an efficient tightening 
  

CHAINRING BOLT WRENCH
- double-ended to fit both standard (Shimano, Campagnolo, Truvativ, FSA, TA, Stronglight) and Campagnolo Ultra Torque bolts
- hardened tool quality steel

TOOL FOR CHAINRING BOLTS
- comfortable and ergonomic dual density handle provides excellent grip
- hardened tool quality steel

replacement blade

T30

5mm
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PE-35500

PE-35300

PE-35400

PE-35202



FREEWHEEL AND CASSETTE

GEAR AND CHAIN CLEANING BRUSH
- to clean chains, brakes, derailleurs and spaces between the cogs thanks to his curved and toothed end 
- brush made of sturdy nylon fiberglass reinforced 
- saves wear and tear on chain and cassette
- packaged carded

HEX WRENCH FOR FREEHUB BOLT
- to remove most freewheels and cassette bodies including Shimano RL-09600-10
- for Sram, Mavic, Sun Race, Sovos, please use either RL-09600-11 or RL-09600-12
- ergonomic handle for an excellent comfort
- hardened industrial quality chrome vanadium steel
- chrome plated steel

8 mm hex wrench - for crankset (page 26)

10 mm hex wrench - for freehub bolt

11 mm hex wrench - for freehub bolt

12 mm hex wrench - for freehub bolt

14 mm hex wrench - for compression screw on Campagnolo Power Torque cranks (page 25)

15 mm hex wrench - for freehub bolt
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RL-96200-C

PE-09600-08

RL-09600-10

RL-09600-11

RL-09600-12

PE-09600-14

RL-09600-15



FREEWHEEL AND CASSETTE

PREMIUM SPROCKET REMOVER
- curved tool head fits the cassette shape and make operations easy
- fits all 5 to 11 speed cassettes and freewheels 
- thick handle features an ergonomically designed over-molded rubber slip-resistant grip for optimum comfort 
- 30 cm long tool provides tremendous leverage and easy removal even of the tightest cassettes
- unmatched quality and comfort for a consumer tool
- packaged carded

PREMIUM CASSETTE LOCKRING WRENCH FOR SHIMANO HG AND SRAM
- to fit and remove Shimano, Sram, SunRace, SunTour, Chris King and other cassette lockrings
- also fits Shimano disc brake CenterLock lockrings
- guide pin to hold the tool into the hub
- thick handle features an ergonomically designed over-molded rubber slip-resistant grip for optimum comfort 
- 30 cm long tool provides tremendous leverage and easy removal even of the tightest cassettes
- unmatched quality and comfort for a consumer tool
- packaged carded

PREMIUM CASSETTE LOCKRING WRENCH FOR CAMPAGNOLO
- to fit and remove all Campagnolo cassettes and Shimano UG cassette
- guide pin to hold the tool into the hub
- thick handle features an ergonomically designed over-molded rubber slip-resistant grip for optimum comfort 
- 30 cm long tool provides tremendous leverage and easy removal even of the tightest cassettes
- unmatched quality and comfort for a consumer tool
- packaged carded
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RL-62200-C

RL-62400-C

RL-62500-C



PROFESSIONAL SPROCKET REMOVER

PROFESSIONAL SPROCKET REMOVER

- to fit and remove a freewheel on a threaded hub and to hold a cassette when removing it
- excellent grip on cogs thanks to its curved head

- compatible with 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 speed cassettes

PROFESSIONAL SINGLE SPEED SPROCKET REMOVER
- works on 1/8" fixed gear sprockets (fixies and track bicycles)
- also compatible with single speed and BMX  

FREEWHEEL AND CASSETTE

Chain rebuild kit for RL-27000

Chain rebuild kit for RL-27100

Special cassette remover for RL-40000-979

FREEWHEEL REMOVER WRENCH FOR SHIMANO HG, SRAM, MAVIC
- design with aluminum oval shaped handle
- high precision laser cut and hardened tool steel 
- to be used with professional sprocket remover RL-27000
- RL-40000-979 can also be used for fitting and removing Shimano’s XTR M965 and Deore XT disc brake lockrings
- wrench can also be used the RL-41400-C, RL-41500, RL-41100, RL-40100 removers
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RL-27000

RL-27100

RL-27010

RL-27110

RL-97910

RL-40000-979



FREEWHEEL AND CASSETTE

CASSETTE AND FREEWHEEL REMOVERS
- CNC machined
- hardened alloy tool steel
- dimension drawings are available on vartools.com

for Campagnolo 2 helicoidal notch 
aluminum freewheels

for 4 notch BMX freewheels such as 
ACS Fat 16/22 teeth 

compatible with 14mm oversized axles

for splined Maillard Normandy freewheels

for Atom, Regina and splined Zeus freewheels
to be used with freewheel remover wrench 

RL-40000-979 (page 31)

for old type Cyclo and 4, 5 and 6 speed 
Regina 2 notch freewheels 

for 4 notch ACS BMX freewheels 14/15 teeth
compatible with 14mm oversized axles

for old type 1 speed 2 notch freewheels   for old type Shimano, Suntour, Atom 
and  Regina 2 notch freewheels

for old type 1, 2 and 3 speed 2 notch 
freewheels
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RL-18600 RL-18710 RL-18720

RL-18800 RL-40100-C RL-40200

RL-40300 RL-40400 RL-40500



for Shimano Hyperglide, Sram and Mavic cassette lockrings
features a guide pin and a 1/2”square drive to be used with 
torque wrench DV-10500 and adaptor DV-10800 (page 65)

also fits Shimano® disc brake lockrings

for Shimano Hyperglide, Sram and 
Mavic cassette lockrings  

Also fits Shimano disc brake lockrings

Cassette lock ring tool with 12mm pin 
specially designed for fitting and removing 
cassette lockrings from Shimano, Sram, 
Sunrace and Suntour through-axle hubs.

features a 12mm pin to guide the tool in use.
1/2”square drive to be used with torque 

wrench DV-10500 and adaptor DV-10800 
(page 65) also fits Shimano® disc brake 

lockrings

for Shimano UG, Sachs Aris and Campagnolo  freewheels
features a guide pin and a 1/2” square drive

to be used with torque wrench DV-10500 and adaptor 
DV-10800

for splined Falcon freewheels type 
FW-L804, FW-L80, FW-L704, FW-L70, 

FW-L604 and FW-L60
to be used with freewheel remover 
wrench RL-40000-979 (page 31)

for Suntour 4 notch freewheels since 1986

for old type Suntour and Maillard “course” 2 
notch freewheels

for splined Tiger, Falcon and old type 
Shimano freewheels

to be used with freewheel remover 
wrench RL-40000-979 (page 31)

for Shimano UG, Sachs Aris and 
Campagnolo freewheels

to be used with freewheel remover 
wrench RL-40000-979 (page 31)
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RL-41100 RL-41300 RL-41400-C

RL-41500 RL-41600-C RL-96400

BP-97900-C RL-98000-C RL-98100



CHAIN

PREMIUM CHAIN TOOL
- compatible with 7 to 10-speed road and MTB chains
- also compatible with 11 speed Shimano and Sram XX1 chains
- ergonomically designed, handles with wide finger contact points
- compact tool, very easy to take along with you in a bag
- heavy-duty investment cast tool body 
- packaged carded

PROFESSIONAL CHAIN TOOL
- compatible with 7 to 10-speed road and MTB chains
- also compatible with Shimano 11-speed and Sram XX1 chains
- high precision CNC machining
- removable hardened pin
- ergonomic handles and comfortable overmolded body 

PROFESSIONAL CHAIN TOOL
- compatible with any chain up to 11-speed
- high precision CNC machined parts
- knurled knob features 4 settings : wide and BMX chains, 7 to 11-speed Shimano and Sram chains, 
  Campagnolo 11-speed chains, rivet peening on Campagnolo 11-speed chains
- fine tuning for a perfect fit
- hardened removable pin  
- ergonomic handles and comfortable overmolded body 

bag of 5 pins for professional chain tools CH-05800, CH-06500 and CH-06600
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CH-04800-C

CH-06500

CH-06600

CH-05802-5



CHAIN

CHAIN WEAR INDICATOR
- a worn chain makes poor shifting and will slip over the cog teeth. Premature wear of 
  chainrings and sprockets may happen
- features two gauges for checking chain stretch
      a/ +0,075 per link : chain to be replaced quickly in order to avoid sprocket replacement
      b/ +0,10 per link : chain and sprockets to be replaced at once, chainrings may be worn
- stainless steel
- high precision cut
- packaged carded

CHAIN PLIER FOR MASTER LINKS
- quick and easy installation and removal of Master Links such as Powerlink, Powerlock or similar 
  products
- avoid difficult handlings with bare hands on a dirty and slippery chain
- hardened tool quality steel
- ergonomic shape for comfort 

CHAIN REST
- to hold chain tension when rear wheel is removed during repair or transport
- simple, easy to install device for protecting chains and frames
- very handy to carry a bike without rear wheel in the trunk, in a frame bag or on a bike carrier
- fiberglass reinforced nylon
- packaged carded
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BRAKES AND CABLES

BOTTLE OF 200 CABLE END CAPS FOR BRAKE CABLE
- fit on both derailleur and brake cables
- made of aluminium

BOTTLE OF 200 STEEL CABLE HOUSING FERRULES

BOTTLE OF 100 PLASTIC CABLE HOUSING FERRULES

- for perfectly holding housings into frame housing stops
- ferrules are made of chrome plated steel

- for perfectly holding housings into frame housing stops
- ferrules are made of black plastic

for Ø 4 mm cable housing for Ø 5 mm cable housing

for Ø 4 mm cable housing for Ø 5 mm cable housing
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BRAKES AND CABLES

BOTTLE OF CABLE END CAPS
- fit on both derailleur and brake cables
- made of anodized aluminium

200 pcs - black

200 pcs - red

200 pcs - blue

200 pcs - green

200 pcs - orange

4 pcs - black

4 pcs - red

4 pcs - blue

4 pcs - green

4 pcs - orange

BOTTLE OF ALUMINIUM DERAILLEUR CABLE HOUSING FERRULES
- for perfectly holding housings into frame housing stops
- ferrules are made of anodized aluminium alloy
- for 4 mm cable housing

100 pcs - black

100 pcs - red

100 pcs - blue

100 pcs - green

100 pcs - orange

4 pcs - black

4 pcs - red

4 pcs - blue

4 pcs - green

4 pcs - orange

BOTTLE OF ALUMINIUM DERAILLEUR CABLE HOUSING FERRULES
- for perfectly holding housings into frame housing stops
- ferrules are made of anodized aluminium alloy
- for 5 mm cable housing

100 pcs - black

100 pcs - red

100 pcs - blue

100 pcs - green

100 pcs - orange

4 pcs - black

4 pcs - red

4 pcs - blue

4 pcs - green

4 pcs - orange
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FR-01942

FR-01943

FR-01944

FR-01945

FR-02041
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FR-02045

FR-01951

FR-01952
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FRAME PROTECTORS - FOR SHIFT HOUSING (4 MM)
VAR frame protectors cover brake or shift housings as well as hydraulic hose to protect a frame’s finish from cables rubbing and minimize noise. 
- save your paint and particularly wear into carbon frames 
- clips over 4 mm or 5 mm housing and stays in place
- durable and flexible silicon construction 
- 6 colors are available : black, white, red, blue, green and orange

50 pcs - black

50 pcs - red

50 pcs - blue

50 pcs - green

50 pcs - orange

50 pcs - white

4 pcs - black

4 pcs - red

4 pcs - blue

4 pcs - green

4 pcs - orange

4 pcs - white

FRAME PROTECTORS - FOR BRAKE HOUSING (5 MM)

50 pcs - black

50 pcs - red

50 pcs - blue

50 pcs - green

50 pcs - orange

50 pcs - white

4 pcs - black

4 pcs - red

4 pcs - blue

4 pcs - green

4 pcs - orange

4 pcs - white
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BRAKE AND DERAILLEUR WRENCHES
- 2,5 mm ultra thin wrenches
- hardened tool quality steel
- chrome plated steel 

CABLE STRETCHER
- pulls cables tight while adjusting brakes or index shifting 
- thumb lock system holds the cable tight while your hand is removed to tighten pull-up bolts and nuts 
- hardened and chrome plated alloy tool steel 
- vinyl coating for excellent comfort
- packaged carded

PROFESSIONAL CABLE AND HOUSING CUTTER

CABLE CUTTER
- triangular clean cut 
- hardened alloy tool steel
- not convenient for cutting spokes
- vinyl coating for excellent comfort
- packaged carded

8 and 9 mm

10 and 11 mm

BRAKES AND CABLES

- provides a clean cut of wire without flattening, fanning and splaying
- blades are made from hardened high carbon steel
- ergonomically designed dual density handles for comfortable use
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DISC BRAKE ROTOR STRAIGHTENER
- to gently straighten mountain bike disc brake rotors
- 2 slots depths: one long for bent brake rotors at rotor arm and one short for those bent at the braking area
- high-precision laser cut
- hardened tool quality steel
- comfortable handle

As bent or damaged disc brake rotors are often due to misaligned disc brake calipers to wheel hubs, 
we advise you to use tool CD-14500 (Page 4) 

HYDRAULIC HOSE CUTTER
- for a clean, quick and effortless cut of hydraulic brake hoses
- prevent bias cut that gives a poor fitting of inserts and olives 
- heavy-duty hardened steel blade
- comfortable vinyl coating
- not suitable for cutting derailleur and brake cables and housings

DOT 5.1 BRAKE FLUID
- to use for a brake bleeding or for refilling
- compatible with hydraulic disc brake systems using DOT 5.1, DOT 3 or DOT 4
- not compatible with DOT 5 and Mineral fluid
- in the event of mixing with an LHM type product : It is essential to drain the brake system
- VAR DOT fluid has a wet boiling point of 188°C for long-lasting performance
- 500 mL

LEVER FOR HYDRAULIC BRAKE PADS
- to compress hydraulic pistons before brake pad replacement or bleeding
- to be used when brake pads are installed
- specially shaped to prevent major damages to the pads when compressing
- hardened tool quality steel
- ergonomic aluminum oval shaped
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BRAKES AND CABLES

PROFESSIONAL HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKE BLEEDING KIT
Never mix mineral oil and DOT fluid to save brake seals. We recommend the use of one bleeding kit for mineral oil and another for 
DOT brake fluid. We strongly recommend the use of gloves such as NL-78002 (page 105) for any hydraulic brake, fork and rear 
shock services due to the corrosiveness of mineral oil and DOT fluid.

- to bleed most hydraulic disc brakes
- includes 2 shop quality 30 mL syringes
- much longer life than conventional syringes
- 4, 5 and 6 mm threaded adaptors
- 6 hoses equipped with clamps on each hose to prevent fluid from getting back in unintentionally
- kit compatible with mineral oil and DOT brake fluid
- comes in plastic storage case
- Velcro strap to quickly attach the syringe to the frame

black syringues, for mineral oil, Specific fittings for Shimano (M5 x 0.8 mm and M7 x 0.75 mm) and Magura. Fittings are screwed onto the 
syringe, no need for a funnel.

orange syringes, for DOT brake fluid. Quick fitting for Sram Bleeding Edge.

replacement seal-O-ring for syringes (50ml) FR-30000-N and FH-30000-O

replacement seal-O-ring for syringes (30ml) FR-30000-N and FH-30000-O

replacement seal-O-ring for syringes (20ml) FR-30000-N and FH-30000-O

set of 2 hoses and M4 fittings - black

set of 2 hoses and M5 fittings - grey

set of 2 hoses and M6 fittings - orange

set of 2 hoses and Hayes fittings - blue
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BRAKES AND CABLES

MASTER HYDRAULIC BRAKE BLEED KIT
Our brake bleeding kits quickly became the standard of the bike industry thanks to the extreme durability of our
professional syringes. Thanks to this new Master bleed kit, you can bleed most hydraulic brakes comfortably 
while taking part in waste oil recycling.

The kit includes: 
- 1 hydraulic hose cutter FR-29700
- 1 lever for hydraulic brake pads FR-29800
- 1 professional brake bleed kit for mineral oil FR-31000
- 1 professional brake bleed kit for DOT FR-31100
- 1 box of 100 nitrile gloves NL-78002
- 1 waste hydraulic fluid drainer NL-79300
- 1 shop apron AP-94700
- 1 protective glasses AP-94500

We strongly recommend the use of gloves for any hydraulic brake, fork and rear shock services due to the 
corrosiveness of mineral oil and DOT fluid.

- to bleed most hydraulic disc brakes
- includes two 30 mL shop quality syringes
- much longer life than conventional syringes
- 4, 5 and 6 mm threaded adaptors
- 6 hoses equipped with clamps on each hose to prevent fluid from getting back in unintentionally
- color code for each size of hose with clamp

Never mix mineral oil and DOT fluid to save brake seals. Our Master bleed kit includes one plastic case for 
DOT fluid (orange syringes) and another for mineral oil (black syringes) to avoid any mistake during bleeding 
services.

Designed for convenient collection and transportation of waste hydraulic fluids, our waste fluid drainer helps 
you to take part in recycling and thus environment protection.

- collects waste hydraulic fluids during brake and fork bleeds and degreasing parts
- prevents spilling of oil on work bench or workshop floor
- very handy to take your waste fluids to a recycling center
- perforated shelf allows to drain parts without any risk to loose small parts
- plastic is compatible with DOT, mineral oils, fork oils and degreasers NL-75300 and NL-75400 
- compact size for easy use and storage on a work bench or tool cabinet (mobile hydraulic workstation)
- funnel below perforated shelf can be sealed (stopper included) to move oil drainer without any risk
- 8 liter capacity, outer measurements 49 x 30 x 11 cm, stainless steel perforated shelf of 23 x 23 cm
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WHEELS AND PUMPS

SHOCK PUMP
- ideal option for use with suspension forks and rear shocks
- maximum inflation pressure 300 psi / 21 bar
- air bleed button for fine tuning of pressure
- reliability : made of steel (body) and aluminum (handle)
- long swiveling hose with Schrader valve adapter
- long connector compatible with any brand including RockShox
- packaged carded
Caution : this pump is not suitable for tire inflation.

MINI-PUMP
- recommended for mountain and city bikes
- compact and lightweight pump  to take along in a bag or jersey pocket
- fits Presta and Schrader valves
- reinforced composite barrel
- comfortable non-slip dual density handle
- mounting bracket to securely attach to water bottle bosses
- 120 psi capacity (8 bar)
- packaged carded

TELESCOPIC MINI-PUMP
- recommended for mountain and city bikes
- very compact and lightweight pump to take along in a bag or jersey pocket 
- telescopic feature for faster and easier inflation
- fits Presta and Schrader valves
- reinforced composite barrel, telescopic aluminum barrel
- comfortable non-slip dual density handle
- mounting bracket to securely attach to water bottle bosses
- 120 psi capacity (8bar)
- packaged carded

TELESCOPIC MINI-PUMP
- recommended for mountain and city bikes
- telescopic feature for faster and easier inflation
- high volume of air at every stroke
- fits Presta and Schrader valves
- aluminum barrel, reinforced composite telescopic barrel, aluminum shaft
- comfortable non-slip dual density ergonomic T-handle
- mounting bracket to securely attach to water bottle bosses
- 80 psi capacity (6bar)
- packaged carded
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WHEELS AND PUMPS

CONSUMER FLOOR PUMP
- economical and durable pump
- steel barrel is strongly fixed into the large composite base
- stable base with large foot pads
- fits Presta, Dunlop and Schrader valves
- large dual density ergonomic handle for optimal comfort
- precision pressure gauge 
- 160 psi capacity (11 bar)

PROFESSIONAL HIGH-PRESSURE FLOOR PUMP
- heavy-duty CNC machined aluminum construction
- large aluminum base gives excellent stability and stiffness
- quick and easy inflation even on road bikes
- extra-long reinforced rubber hose
- fits Presta, Dunlop and Schrader valves
- air bleed valve to easily set precise air pressure in your tire 
- ergonomic and anti-slip dual density handle
- large precision pressure gauge (2,5”) for optimum readability
- 180 psi capacity (12 bar)

MAGNUM AIR FORCE FLOOR PUMP FOR TUBELESS TIRES
- top quality high pressure pump
- 2 modes : standard inflation and easier seating of tubeless tires, road and MTB
- built-in reservoir stores a charge of air pressure to release it all at once like a compressor
- fast and easy inflation even for road bikes
- solid metal construction with CNC machined parts
- wide steel base provides great stability and stiffness
- extra-long reinforced rubber hose
- fits Presta, Dunlop and Schrader valves
- ergonomically designed tubular handle
- 2.5” oversized gauge is precise and easy to read
- more than 260 psi / 18 bar capacity

REPLACEMENT DUAL VALVE
- reversible head for Presta and Schrader valves
- compatible with VAR floor pumps RP-80200-C, RP-80300-C, RP-80500-C and RP-80600-C
- CNC machined aluminum, blue anodized high-polish finish 
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WHEELS AND PUMPS

SHOP INFLATING GUN
- features a large 2.5’’ (6,35cm) LCD display pressure gauge with backlight and a protective 
  gauge boot
- digital display instantly and clearly shows exact reading, eliminating the guesswork of 
  analog gauges 
- orange backlight provides ultimate visibility in low light or at night
- measuring range : 0–200 psi, 0– 13,79 bar, +/- 3% accuracy
- measurement units : psi – bar – Kgf/cm² - Kpa
- pressure increments : 0.1 psi/0.01Bar/0.01 kg/cm²/1Kpa
- 50cm flexible rubber hose with thumblock head that instantly seals to Presta and Schrader 
  valves 
- also features a coupler plug compatible with our recoil air hose RP-79900 
- air bleed button for easy pressure tuning
- non-slip handle for sure grip and great comfort
- automatically shuts off after 180 seconds to save the batteries

ALUMINIUM HEAD FOR INFLATING GUN
- Dual head design to reduce seal wear and increase inflation speed
- compatible with Presta / Dunlop and Schrader valves

RECOIL AIR HOSE
- perfect for high pressure applications and extended use
- self-storing design springs back into coiled shape after each use
- swivel quick release fittings allows maximum directional flexibility
- very durable and resistant to abrasions, cuts, oil, and grease 
- 6 m long polyurethane hose

CO2 INFLATOR
- fits threaded CO2 cartridges
- ensures fast, convenient tyre inflation on the move 
- fits both Presta and Schrader valves 
- thread-on valve head for secure, controlled CO2 delivery
- lightweight (13 g) and compact size 
- precision CNC alloy body, black anodized

PRESTA-SCHRADER ADAPTOR
- allows you to convert a Presta valve to a Schrader
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WHEELS AND PUMPS

NYLON TYRE LEVER SYSTEM
- specially designed for road narrow tyres 
- removable lever works as a second tyre lever
- nylon reinforced with fiberglass not to damage rim and tube 
- to be taken along for a ride

SET OF 3 NYLON TYRE LEVERS RETAIL COUNTER DISPLAY BOX OF 25 SETS
- nylon reinforced with fiberglass for long life
- excellent stiffness, ideal for hard to remove tyres
- ergonomic shape
- features a scuff pad
- slide into each other for easy storage

SET OF 2 NYLON TYRE LEVERS RETAIL COUNTER DISPLAY BOX OF 25 PAIRS
- nylon reinforced with fiberglass for long life
- wide, flat and very stiff to remove even the toughest tyres including 
  most tubeless tyres
- compact size to take along for a ride in a bag
- features a scuff pad
- slide into each other for easy storage 

PROFESSIONAL TYRE LEVER
- designed to remove the toughest tyres (downhill, freestyle, …)
- long handle (8,26’’ - 21 cm) gives excellent leverage
- ergonomic and anti-slip dual density handle for great comfort
- forged and hardened tool quality steel
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WHEELS AND PUMPS

PATCH KIT
36 KIT COUNTERTOP DISPLAY

Includes :
- 4 patches 24 x 34 mm
- 2 patches 32 x 52 mm
- 1 rubber cement tube
- 1 metal scraper

GLUELESS PATCH KIT
36 KIT COUNTERTOP DISPLAY

- for a quick repair without using any rubber cement
- adhesive patch stretches and twists right along with the tube

Includes :
- 6 adhesive patches 30 x 30 mm
- 1 metal scraper 

TUBELESS REPAIR KIT
- tyre puncture repair kit
- includes an insertion tool and a blade to cut the excess bit
- sold with 5 tire plugs of 1.5 mm and 10 bits of 3.5 mm
- compact 120 mm x Ø 15 mm kit

refill of 30 tire plugs of 1.5 mm wide

refill of 30 tire plugs of 3.5 mm wide
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WHEELS AND PUMPS

VALVE CORE EXTRACTOR FOR PRESTA VALVES AND VALVE EXTENSIONS
- for fitting and removal of tubeless valve cores
- also suitable for fitting valve extensions on deep aero rims
- 45 mm long shaft made from hardened high torque alloy steel, exceptional durability
- comfortable handle features an ergonomically designed over-molded rubber slip-resistant grip 
- doesn’t fit Schrader valves 

VALVE CORE EXTRACTOR FOR SCHRADER VALVES
- for removal and replacement of valve cores on pneumatic suspension systems as well as inner tubes 
  with Schrader valves
- 40 mm long shaft and 4,45 mm diameter
- heavy-duty steel, exceptional durability
- comfortable and ergonomic dual density handle provides excellent grip
- doesn’t fit Presta valves

BOTTLE OF 50 PRESTA VALVE CORES
- avoid valve replacement when the core is damaged, lost or grimy
- when a valve core is grimy by dried tire sealant, it cannot be closed properly which causes air leaking
- compatible with any Presta valve featuring a removable core
- to be used with valve core extractor RP-42300

BOTTLE OF 50 SCHRADER VALVE CORES
- to repair a leaky valve without replacing the whole inner tube
- also great for repairing leaky suspension forks and rear shocks, a damaged core can cause a drop in air pressure 
- to be used with professional valve core extractor RP-42400
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WHEELS AND PUMPS

SET OF 2 PRESTA VALVES 35 MM
- available in brass (about 8 g per valve) and in anodized aluminium construction (3 g per valve)
- enables tubeless setup on tubeless ready rims such as NoTubes, Ryde, Roval, …
- to be used with VAR tubeless rim tapes RP-43800 and RP-43900 (page 51)
- tapered rubber gasket provides perfect airtightness without excessive tightening of the valve (not recommended)
- removable core to easily inject a tyre sealant

2 brass Presta valves - 35 mm

2 brass Presta valves - 44 mm

2 aluminium Presta valves - 35 mm, black

2 aluminium Presta valves - 44 mm, black

2 aluminium Presta valves - 35 mm, red

2 aluminium Presta valves - 35 mm, blue

2 aluminium Presta valves - 35 mm, green

2 aluminium Presta valves - 35 mm, orange

2 ALUMINIUM PRESTA VALVE EXTENDERS - 40MM BLACK
- lightweight CNC alloy valve extenders, black anodised 
- for use on deep rims where a standard valve isn't long enough
- feature airtight seal to prevent any air leaking between valve and extender
- to be used with inner tubes with removable valve cores
- to install with composite micro tool included or with professional valve core extractor RP-42300
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WHEELS AND PUMPS

TYRE SEALANT
- seals punctures up to 1/4" (6.5 mm) quickly
- makes tubeless ready tyres airtight
- suitable for MTB and road tyres
- resists freezing
- squeeze bottle injects sealant through valve stem by removing core

Amount per tyre : 
26’’ : 60-90 mL  /  27.5’’ : 70-100 mL  /  29’’ : 90-120 mL  /  700 x 28 : 30-60 mL

TUBELESS RIM TAPES 
- self-adhesive rim tapes 
- can be used to create an airtight seal to seal spoke holes on tubeless ready rims 
  (NoTubes, Ryde,Roval …)
- can be used for tube type or tubeless set up with VAR valves
- very thin, it makes it easier to mount the tire onto the rim 
- extremely resistant to high pressures, one turn around is necessary up to 6 bars
- lightweight : 3 to 7 g per wheel

Remove the valve core or one side of the tyre. Shake the bottle. Inject one measure. Install 
the valve core or the tyre. Inflate the tyre. Hold the wheel horizontally and spin the wheel to 
spread sealant uniformly. Flip the wheel and repeat. Add some sealant every 3 to 6 months.

125 mL

500 mL

1 L

5 L

Beaker with dedicated graduations to use tyre 
sealant (page 73)
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WHEELS AND PUMPS

Length : 10 m
Width : 37 mm

for inner rim width from 34 to 38 mm

Length : 10 m
Width : 29 mm

for inner rim width from 26 to 30 mm

Length : 10 m
Width : 41 mm

for inner rim width from 38 to 42 mm

Length : 10 m
Width : 21 mm

for inner rim width from 18 to 22 mm

Length : 10 m
Width : 17 mm

for inner rim width from 14 to 18 mm

Length : 10 m
Width : 25 mm

for inner rim width from 22 to 26 mm

Length : 33 m
Width : 37 mm

for inner rim width from 34 to 38 mm

Length : 33 m
Width : 29 mm

for inner rim width from 26 to 30 mm

Length : 33 m
Width : 41 mm

for inner rim width from 38 to 42 mm

Length : 33 m
Width : 21 mm

for inner rim width from 18 to 22 mm

Length : 33 m
Width : 17 mm

for inner rim width from 14 to 18 mm

Length : 33 m
Width : 25 mm

for inner rim width from 22 to 26 mm

10
 M

10
 M

33
 M

33
 M
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PROFESSIONAL AXLE AND PEDAL VISE
- to insert into a bench vise for easy hub and pedal adjustments
- to hold 9, 10, 12 mm hub axles and 9/16’’ pedal spindles without damaging spindle threads
- removable aluminum jaws
- tool body made from hardened spring steel

AXLE VISE
- to be clamped in a bench vise  
- holds the axle while working on the hub, fits front (9 mm) and rear axles (10 mm)
- made from spring steel and aluminum 

SET OF 2 CONSUMER CONE WRENCHES
- to adjust 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 mm hub cones 
- 2 mm ultra thin heads and precise openings
- hardened alloy tool steel
- durable powder coat finish
- packaged carded 

WHEELS AND PUMPS

set of 2 aluminium jaws

set of 2 aluminium jaws
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WHEELS AND PUMPS

SET OF 11 PROFESSIONAL CONE WRENCHES
- to adjust hub cones from 13 up to 24 mm
- 2 mm ultra thin heads and precise openings
- hardened alloy tool steel
- vinyl coating for an excellent comfort
- chrome plated  

13 mm opening

14 mm opening

15 mm opening

16 mm opening

17 mm opening

18 mm opening

19 mm opening

20 mm opening

22 mm opening

23 mm opening

24 mm opening

BOTTLE OF 700-3/32’’ BALLS (2,38 MM)

BOTTLE OF 400-1/8’’ BALLS (3,17 MM)

BOTTLE OF 400-5/32’’ BALLS (3,96 MM)

BOTTLE OF 300-3/16’’ BALLS (4,76 MM)

BOTTLE OF 200-7/32’’ BALLS (5,55 MM)

BOTTLE OF 200-1/4’’ BALLS (6,35 MM)
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HUB BEARING EXTRACTOR KIT
- compatible with bearings featuring 10, 12, 15, 17 or 20 mm inner bushings no matter what bearing width 
- extractor collets rest on the back side of the bearing inner bushing to extract
- punch is perfectly guided into extractor collet which makes extraction in lign easy

10 mm

12 mm

15 mm 

17 mm

20 mm
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HUB BEARING PRESS
- to accurately align and press bearings into the hub shell or freewheel body with or without hub axle
- compatible with bearing sizes 12x21x5, 12x24x6, 12x28x8, 15x24x5, 15x28x7, 17x26x5, 17x30x7, 20x32x7, 25x37x7 
- also fits bearings deeply seated into the hub or freewheel body
- thrust bearing ensures smooth rotation by preventing any friction between tool and bearings to be pressed
- hardened steel parts and machined anodized aluminum bushings
- ergonomic handle and magnetized back plate for easy and comfortable use
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SPOKE WRENCH FOR MAVIC WHEELS
- unique three-sided design fits any Mavic wheels equipped with M7, M7oversized nipples 
  and M9 threaded eyelets
- 127 mm length for comfortable use
- hardened tool quality steel for exceptional durability
- packaged carded

BLADE SPOKE HOLDER
- securely holds bladed spokes to prevent twisting during spoke tension process 
- fits 0,9 mm bladed spokes including DT Swiss Aerolite, Sapim CX Ray, CN Spoke Aero 424
- long guiding blade for great holding feature
- ergonomically designed over-molded rubber slip-resistant grip for comfort

TRIPLE SPOKE WRENCH
- to adjust spoke tension, compatible with 3,2 / 3,3 / 3,5 mm nipples
- hardened tool quality steel
- high precision manufacturing process to prevent damaging nipples when tensioning spokes
- nickel plated

PROFESSIONAL COMBINED SPOKE WRENCH
- 13 and 15 gauges (3,30 and 3,50 mm)
- to adjust spoke tension on nipples
- also great for holding flat spokes while truing  a wheel
- hardened alloy tool steel 
- nickel plated steel

PROFESSIONAL SPOKE WRENCHES
- available in 3 dimensions : 3,2 / 3,3 / 3,5 mm
- heavy-duty design, perfectly balanced with large wings to provide great leverage
- ergonomically designed to provide great comfort
- precision sintered steel
- nickel plated

3.2 mm

3.3 mm

3.5 mm

SPOKE AND NIPPLE GAUGE
- metric and english markings
- to quickly measure ball bearing and nipple sizes and spoke lengths and thickness
- stainless steel 
- conversion table in both metric and inch (at the backside of the ruler)
- engraved to 350 mm
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HEX SOCKET SPOKE WRENCH
- to adjust deep recessed nipples in deep aero rims such as Mavic, Campagnolo …
- hardened alloy tool steel

square, 3.2 mm

hex, 5 mm

hex, 5.5 mm

hex, 6 mm

SPEED NIPPLE BIT
- the spokes are quickly fitted to the rim by using a cordless screwdriver
  (1/4 " bit)
- the pin screws automatically all spokes to the same length
- several pin lengths are available to be usable on a maximum of spoke/rim combination.

1 mm pin length

2 mm pin length

3 mm pin length

SPOKE NIPPLE DRIVER
- quickly threads nipples up to the point where tensioning begins, speeding up the wheel  
  building operation
- piloted steel shaft spins on bearings in a non-slip dual density ergonomic handle
- cannot be used for spoke tensioning
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WHEEL TRUING STAND

THRU-AXLE ADAPTOR FOR WHEEL TRUING STAND
- fits professional wheel truing stands CR-07600
- now compatible with 10, 12, 15, 20 and 25 mm through axle hubs for a maximum hub length of 150 mm 

WHEEL ALIGNMENT GAUGE
- to check that the rim is properly centered between the locknuts of the hub
- fits road, mountain or BMX wheels from 14” to 29”
- fits any hub width
- compatible with hub axles of 9, 10, 12x142, 15x100 and 20x110
- wheel size markings on tube allow quick and easy diameter adjustment
- can be used with or without tire on the rim
- chrome plated tube and fiberglass reinforced Nylon sliding feet

DISC ROTOR TRUING GAUGE FOR WHEEL TRUING STAND
- to accurately check the straightness of a disc brake rotor while the wheel is mounted in
  professional truing stand CR-07600
- compatible with any rotor diameters from 140 to 203 mm
- helps to easily spot bends in rotor
- to be used with disc brake rotor straightener FR-29900 (page 40) 
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WHEEL TRUING STAND

PROFESSIONAL WHEEL TRUING STAND
- accommodates wheels from 16” to 29” with or without tyre mounted
- quick wheel installation thanks to its quick-release adjustment lever and brass slide bushings 
- both uprights move in line simultaneously always centering hub with calipers, regardless of hub width 
- heavy-duty rigid construction features most high precision CNC machined parts
- smoother, more accurate, stiffer, more versatile and faster to use than any other model
- removable Nylon caliper tips not to scratch the rim
- calipers accommodate tire widths up to 2.7”
- can be bench-mounted or vise-held 
- can be used with our wheel alignment gauge RP-14300 for ultimate accuracy

CALIPER ARM ADJUSTING BARREL
- optional as standard CR-07600 is delivered without this adjusting system
- will fit new generation of wheel truing stands CR-07600 delivered from May 2018 
- will not fit previous series of CR-07600
- enables fine tuning of the caliper arm and to hold your setting

WHEEL TRUING STAND TILTING BASE
- specially designed to fit our CR-07600 professional wheel truing stand
- allows for adjustment of the wheel truing stand 25° degrees forward and 15° 
  backward for comfortable use at any bench height
- features 4 handy slots to fit spoke wrenches and 4 compartments to store spoke 
  nipples and other small parts
- can be mounted to your workbench for greater stability

PROFESSIONAL WHEEL TRUING STAND WITH ACCESSORIES
Includes :
- 1 wheel truing stand CR-07600 
- 1 caliper arm adjusting barrel CR-07650
- 1 wheel truing stand tilting base CR-07700
- 1 thru-axle adaptor for wheel truing stand CR-07300

set of 2 nylon caliper tips
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HEX WRENCHES

Y WRENCHES
- handle features an ergonomically designed over-molded
- rubber slip-resistant grip for optimum comfort 
- hex keys made from high torque alloy steel of higher quality than Cr-Mo or Cr-V 
- easy identification of key size
- chamfered tips for easier insertion into screw heads 
- packaged carded

4, 5 & 6 mm Premium hex wrench set

4, 5 & 6 mm Premium hex wrench set with ball-ends

T10, T25 & T30 Premium Torx® compatible wrench set

PROFESSIONAL HEX WRENCH SET
- features a ball-end for hard-to-reach bolts and a straight end for high torque applications
- features 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 mm sizes
- chamfered tips for easy insertion into screw heads
- made from hardened industrial quality steel
- chrome-plated for long life 
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HEX WRENCHES

SET OF 7 P-HANDLED WRENCHES
- shop quality wrenches
- magnetic tips for keeping track of hex screws
- non-slip ergonomic dual density grip for great comfort
-  specially designed for a well-balanced weight to help you spin the wrench quickly
- hardened superior quality steel

Set of 7 P-handled hex wrenches
2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 mm

Set of 7 P-handled hex wrenches with ball-ends
2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 mm

Set of 7 P-handled Torx ® compatible wrenches
T7 / T10 / T15 / T20 / T25 / T30 / T40

PRECISION SCREWDRIVERS
Hex and Torx® bit screwdrivers to make indexing adjustment easy. 
Ideal for hard-to-reach places.

2 mm hex screwdriver

2.5 mm hex screwdriver

3 mm hex screwdriver

4 mm hex screwdriver

T10 Torx ® compatible screwdriver

T25 Torx ® compatible screwdriver

10mm hex wrench with ball-end
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MULTI-TOOLS

MICRO MULTI-TOOL 8 FUNCTIONS
- 5 hex wrenches 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm
- flat blade and n°1 Phillips screwdrivers
- T25 Torx® compatible wrench
- compact size (7 mm thickness and 55 mm length) and lightweight (58 g)
- forged wrenches made from hardened chrome vanadium steel, nickel plated
- packaged carded

MULTI-TOOL 8 FUNCTIONS
- 5 hex wrenches 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm
- flat blade and n°1 Phillips screwdrivers
- T25 Torx® compatible wrench
- compact size (7 mm thickness and 71 mm length) and lightweight (80 g) 
- forged wrenches made from hardened chrome vanadium steel, nickel plated
- packaged carded

MULTI-TOOL 16 FUNCTIONS
- compact size (10 mm thickness and 71 mm length) and lightweight (115 g)
- forged wrenches made from hardened chrome vanadium steel, nickel plated
- 5 hex wrenches 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm
- 8 mm socket
- flat blade and n°2 Phillips screwdrivers
- T25 Torx® compatible wrench
- 3,2 / 3,3 / 3,5 /4 mm and Mavic M7 spoke wrenches
- bottle opener
- chain tool
- packaged carded
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MISCELLANEOUS

PROFESSIONAL BENCH VISE
- heavy duty construction for intensive professional use
- special guiding spindle ensures durability, stiffness and precision (no looseness)
- both jaws are fully replaceable, accurately machined and hardened
- large swivel base and vise mass provide excellent stability
- 90° rotation swivel base with 2 locking nuts
- long steel slide bar for maximum leverage
- large anvil work surface (hardened)

100 mm jaw width

125 mm jaw width

SET OF 2 NYLON JAWS FOR BENCH VISE
- made from nylon reinforced with fiberglass 
- properly positioned on bench vise by magnetic strip on each jaw 

for bench vise with 100 mm jaws

for bench vise with 125 mm jaws

for bench vise with 150 mm jaws

SET OF 2 ALUMINIUM JAWS FOR BENCH VISE

TAP HANDLES

for bench vise with 100 mm jaws

for bench vise with 125 mm jaws

for bench vise with 150 mm jaws

from 3 to 9 mm

from 5 to 16 mm

ITEM NUMBER      SIZE OF SQUARE           PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY
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CD-04100 
CD-04112
CD-04115
PE-04100 
PE-04700

CD-04510 
CD-04520
CD-04115 
CD-04120

DV-09000-100

DV-09000-125

DV-09100-100

DV-09100-125

DV-09100-150

DV-09400-100

DV-09400-125

DV-09400-150

DV-04320

DV-04340



MISCELLANEOUS

CONSUMER TORQUE WRENCH
- essential to apply recommended torque specifications provided by component makers specially carbon components  
- click-mechanism to indicate when torque setting is reached
- 3-14 Nm range
- equipped with a ratcheting 1/4" drive 
- includes a set of hex bits (3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 mm) and Torx® compatible bits (T25 / T30)
- calibrated to be accurate to +/- 4%
- 22 cm (8,66”) length
- protective case included

- torque range : from 1 to 20 Nm
- resolution : 0,01 Nm
- compact and lightweight wrench : 20 cm / 174 g
- 1/4" female square drive 
- delivered with an adaptator, 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm hex bits,
  T7 / T10 / T25 / T30 Torx® compatible bits

- torque range : from 4,2 to 85 Nm
- resolution : 0,1 Nm
- compact and lightweight wrench : 29 cm / 390 g
- 3/8" male square drive 
- delivered with an adaptator, 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 mm hex bits,
  T7 / T10 / T25 / T30 Torx® compatible bits

DIGITAL TORQUE WRENCHES
- to accurately apply the selected target torque to components and accessories
- high performance even under intensive use : accurate from +/-1% (clockwise) to +/-2% (counterclockwise)
- audible/LED light alarm when pre-set target torque is approaching
- supplied with an ISO 6789 calibration certificate 
- measuring mode : peak or track (real-time torque)
- unit of measurement : Nm, in.lb, ft.lb, kg.cm
- comfortable dual density grip
- numbered and supplied in a storage case 
- 1 AAA battery not included
- auto power-off

PROFESSIONAL TORQUE WRENCHES
- to comply with torque specifications given by component and accessory manufacturers
- a click can be heard when the requested torque is reached
- equipped with a 3/8’’ drive
- equipped with a torque locking nut
- delivered in a plastic case
- to be used with hex socket and hex bit kit DV-10700

torque wrench ranges from 4 to 20 Nm (no bit included)

torque wrench ranges from 20 to 100 Nm (no bit included)

Reversible head of DV-10500
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DV-10000

DV-12100 DV-12200

DV-10400

DV-10500



MISCELLANEOUS

42 PIECES PROFESSIONAL RATCHET WRENCH SET
- includes a 25cm long shop quality ratchet wrench and a collection of the 
  most popular sockets, hex keys, Torx bits, screwdriver bit sockets and more
- hardened and chrome plated chrome vanadium steel 
- housed in a protective carrying case

Set includes: 
- 1 pc 3/8’’ drive professional ratchet wrench (25 cm long)
- 19 hex sockets 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,  
  21, 22, 23 & 24 mm
- 3 slotted screwdriver bit sockets : 4, 5.5, 7 mm 
- 2 Phillips bit sockets : Ph#1, Ph#2, 
- 8 hex bit sockets : 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 mm 
- 7 Torx compatible bit sockets : T7, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30 
- 1 pc 15 cm extension bar
- 1 pc 3/8’’ to 1/2’’ drive socket adapter

SOCKET AND BIT SET - SQUARE OF 3/8’’
- 7 hex bits of 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 / 10 mm 
- 3 Torx ® compatible bits T7, T25 / T30
- 5 hex sockets of 8 / 9 / 10 / 14 / 15 mm 
- 1 drive adaptor 3/8’’(F) x 1/2’’ (M)
- hardened chrome vanadium steel 
- fits both torque wrenches DV-10400 and DV-10500

PRESET TORQUE WRENCH 4, 5 AND 6 NM
- allows to quickly tighten the stem, saddle and 
  caliper bolts to the torque
- 3 removable adapters: 4, 5, 6 Nm
- handle with inner storage
- compact and lightweight tool
- storage case
- end bits provided:
Hex bits : 3, 4, 5, 6 mm
Torx ® compatible : T10, T25
Hex socket bit : 7 mm

ADAPTOR AND BITS ALSO AVAILABLE AS SPARE PARTS ON VARTOOLS.COM
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DV-11900

DV-10800 series

DV-10700

DV-70700
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